Kia spectra car

This convention continued on with the second generation version, which was also badged Kia
Shuma and Kia Spectra. The first-generation Kia Sephia is the first car that was actually
designed by Kia with their own chassis. The car was presented in September to replace the
aging Capital , which was rapidly losing market share. The Sephia proved quite successful,
selling over , in its first full year in the home market In the United States, sales began in late for
the model year. This was the first Kia to be exported to the US. Kia licensed the engine design
from Mazda, but manufactured it themselves. It was launched in Europe in the spring of as the
Kia Sephia in some markets and in others, including the United Kingdom, as the Kia Mentor. It
was similar in size to best-selling European small family cars like the Ford Escort , but was
priced similarly to smaller cars like the Ford Fiesta. In Brazil, the car went on the market in
March It was only offered with the 1. Kia presented a conceptual convertible version of the first
generation Sephia, which was named "Kia Sephia Cabrio" at some auto shows. The
Sephia-derived Timor S5 series was meant to become the national car of Indonesia , and was
sold there in the mids. Timor also had plans in place for an "SWi" station wagon and a "SLi"
limousine. Between June and July , 39, cars were imported. Escaping import tax, luxury tax, and
an import surcharge meant that the Timor was sold at half the price of a comparable Toyota
Corolla. In , the Sephia was completely redesigned as a four-door sedan and five-door liftback,
this time in-house by Kia itself with help from Mazda. Kia used a DOHC 1. In South Korea, the
Sephia label was retired in and replaced by the Spectra. The Sephia production totals were , The
North American market received the Sephia sedan for the model year. For the model year, the
liftback variant was launched, sold under the name " Kia Spectra ". The Sephia sedan and
Spectra liftback continued to be sold alongside one another until the model year updates were
introduced. As part of this update, both body variants were facelifted, and the range was
rationalized under the single "Kia Spectra" name. The Spectra liftback was also assembled in
Malaysia between and The second generation Sephia sedan and liftback were badged "Mentor"
in Australia [10] when released in May From June , [11] following the change of distributor in
Australia to Ateco, [10] Kia discontinued the sedan variant and rebadged the liftback "Shuma".
When the car was facelifted once more in May , [10] Kia rebranded it once more to "Spectra".
Although the Sephia's successor, the Kia Cerato , was released in , this replacement vehicle
was still named Sephia for Latin America until , [ citation needed ] when it was discontinued in
favor of the name Spectra, as used in North America. Some models of the first generation Kia
Rio, were sold in certain countries of South America, such like Colombia, as "Sephia Taxi"
already prepared with the legal requirements to work as Taxi cabs, including the yellow body
paint. The Sephia Taxi came with the smaller displacement engine for that body 1. Some models
of the Kia Forte , were also prepared to be sold as taxi cabs for certain countries of Latin
America. The Grand Sephia has the smaller displacement engine available for that body 1. From
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appliance vehicles-you know, nothing to fall in love with, just something that runs. That's
changing. The Koreans learn fast, and their determination to succeed is, well, a Kia and present
danger. Groan here. Especially to the Japanese imports. As a recent J. Power report confirms,
Korean quality-at least from the jointly owned axis of Hyundai and Kia-is closing in on the other
Asian brands. As it does, of course, the distinct price advantage enjoyed by the Koreans is
shrinking. Still, this Kia Spectra5 arrives with a sticker that is pleasingly light on the budget for
a car with a long list of amenities, which include six airbags and four disc brakes. Considering
that the five-door Spectra5 wears stiffer springs, tighter shocks, and thicker bars than its
equally new four-door siblings which are available as Spectra LX and EX sedans , this was a
pleasant surprise. Particularly as the hatchback's ride-motion control is on the boy-racer side of
the scale. It has become clear to us that Kia gets some of its good structural rigidity with more
generous allocations of material the Sedona minivan is a real porker , and the Spectra5 duly tips
the scales at pounds. A comparable Ford Focus ZX5 is about But the extra avoirdupois
shouldn't be a problem for safety-conscious Americans looking to put metal between
themselves and any lurking peril that might come their way. Besides, the new Spectra boasts a
larger interior, better headroom, and wider shoulder room than its competitors. The wider body
brings with it a wider track than that of those rivals, too, which promises dynamic advantages.
Certainly, the extra mass is shrugged off fairly well by the new 2. Thus motivated, the Spectra5
reached 60 mph from rest in 8. The quarter-mile arrived in The cam-timing phase shift is pretty
much unnoticed during acceleration runs, but the engine goes fairly soft near its redline,
revealing that torque was the engineers' priority during development. As a result, an owner's
perception of the car's performance is likely to be even better than the test figures suggest. A
flexible midrange with good part-throttle response makes the Spectra5 easy to wheel around the
'burbs, and a shifter with a smooth and accurate feel finds gears with little fuss. The lever might
not snick through the gates with quite the same fluidity as a Honda's, but we never missed a
shift-not even when whipping through the gears at the test track-and the timing of double-clutch
downshifts for those of you who still practice this arcane ritual came naturally. Spirited driving
is accompanied by a muted snarl similar in character to that of the top-ranking four-bangers in
the field, and there's nothing cheap or tacky suggested by anything in the Kia's soundtrack.
Indeed, the suspension rides quietly over the worst of Southern California's concrete ripples,
and the passenger compartment is free of tedious booming and buzzing. A clear mechanical
communication between car and driver has been a feature of Korean vehicles for a couple of
generations, but it was usually accompanied by some clumsy chassis calibrations that limited a
driver's fun in the mountains. This is much less true with the Spectra5, whose steering is sharp
and eager, and whose chassis does not call off the game with obdurate understeer. Sure, the
Kia pushes at the limit, as do all intelligently engineered front-drivers, but there's a zone just
short of the limits of adhesion when the car turns in willingly, accepting extra midcorner lock
without complaint. With roll-stiffness calibrations that help keep the driving wheels firmly
planted and a strut-tower brace lending rigidity to the front end, the Spectra5 feels properly
balanced during high-performance driving. What the Spectra5 could use is more grip. With a
skidpad report of 0. However, that's easily overcome, Mr. New Owner. Just get on the blower to
the Tire Rack. We can probably blame Goodyear's all-season rubber on our car's longish foot
stopping distance from 70 mph because the all-disc brakes felt strong at the pedal with clear
feedback sensations. Of course, our Spectra5 had the optional ABS, and the way in which ABS
is calibrated can make quite a difference in stopping distances. Nonetheless, the distance with
ABS is always shorter than what can be managed by humans, and we welcome it in every car. A
budget price no longer condemns the impecunious motorist to a penalty-box interior, and Kia
has clearly done its best to tart up the surroundings inside the Spectra. A tidy gauge package
with a large speedometer placed dead ahead and a smaller tach set off to the left but still
readable is recessed into a shallow cavity capped with a subtle hood. An oval center console
finished in metal-silver in Spectra5s contains the usual stereo and HVAC controls laid out in
logical fashion. There's nothing tricky or cute about the Kia's control layout other than the
slatted metal pedals and large dead pedal, which could possibly be pandering to the Mario
Andretti in most of us. Thus, the radio has big knobs and pushbuttons, and the climate controls
are large rotary switches. There's not a toggling multiplex switch in sight, thank heaven, and
you can get set up comfortably within seconds on a sport cloth bucket seat that has height
adjustment for that final tuning tweak in addition to the usual reach and rake. Clearly, the
Spectra5 is intended to serve the more discerning customers out there, offering a sexier model
with overt sport trappings for a slightly higher price. Since the Spectra5 resembles other hatch
models in the market the Ford Focus and VW Golf come to mind , Kia's rationale seems
justified. And despite America's apparent dislike of hatchbacks, Kia expects the Spectra5 to
make up about 30 percent of overall Spectra sales. Unless you have an overwhelming reason to

buy the sedan--cute though it may be--the hatch model offers convincing advantages. During
the time we had the Spectra5, there was no trace of noise or vibration from that fifth door to
suggest deterioration in the long run. It's obvious from the serious effort made on the latest
Spectra family to reach the highest contemporary levels of refinement and performance that Kia
foresees having to compete on a financially level playing field in the near future. If our
Spectra5's performance falls fractionally short of the best cars in the class an impression best
confirmed by a comparison test, so expect one soon , it's certainly good enough to send a
strong message. Kia is coming. In fact, they were the cake. The car itself couldn't even be
considered the icing. As the last-place finisher in a nine-car comparison test, it wasn't exactly a
slice of heaven. This new Spectra is quite the opposite. Rolling out of a premium oven that
specializes in fully baked goods, our Spectra5 tester was quiet and refined, felt rock solid, and
offered spirited performance from its 2. Considering the 5 also has six airbags and disc brakes
with ABS, Kia's first-rate warranty and rock-bottom base price now ice, rather than take, the
cake. Pity the car that picks fights with off-lease Toyotas and Hondas. To its credit, the Spectra
benefits from Kia's ownership by hard-charging Hyundai and supplies contemporary levels of
styling and refinement although not enough thrill for the brand pitched as the "sportier" of the
two. Interior pieces look deluxe and come together in tight tolerances, and the buttons and
fabrics feel swanky. There's surprising space and detailing in the back. Engine growling gets
dampened to a distant hum, and the power is breezy when routed through the clean-shifting
five-speed. Will this Spectra hold together like a Toyota or Honda?
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It must, or it'll get clobbered. During my night with the Spectra, I was on a mission. My friend
had recently split up with his wife and needed a boost. My solution: pick him up and consume
large amounts of greasy food and beer. I had one problem. The road leading to his apartment
was under construction and was nothing but gravel piles, uneven surfaces, and toilet-bowl-size
potholes. To my surprise, I crossed the broken terrain easily. The chassis felt rock solid. The
suspension moved smoothly and quietly. And my delicate posterior never felt a shudder. I was
impressed. Oh, and my friend feels much better. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
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